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Message from the College Board
Assalamualaikum
Dear parent(s) and/or caregiver(s),

The College welcomes Dr Imam Ali as the College Principal. Dr Ali has previously been employed with the College in the capacity of a Principal and brings with him a wealth of experience and knowledge.
Dr Imam Ali is a highly qualified and experienced educator. He has been trained as primary and secondary
school teacher. In terms of qualifications he has received Bachelor of Education, Master of Arts and Doctor of
Philosophy from Australian National University.
He has been an educator for over four decades. Of these he spent teaching in primary and secondary schools
and lecturing at a university for 12 years. For the rest of his professional life he has been in senior leadership
roles including Head of School at a University and Principal of several schools. For the last 19 years he served
as Principal in Queensland, ACT and NSW. He served as the Principal of AICS for six years from 2014 to 2019.
Year 12 Trial Examinations
Year 12 students have successfully finished their trial examinations, we wish them all the best of luck in their
upcoming HSC examinations.
Year 11 Yearly Examinations
Year 11 Yearly exams commence on Thursday 9th September.
Term 3 Interim Reports
Interim Reports will be distributed by SEQTA at the end of Term 3.

Communication Channels
General Enquiries

communication@aics.nsw.edu.au

Enrolment Enquiries

enrolment@aics.nsw.edu.au

Fee Enquiries

fees@aics.nsw.edu.au

Attendance Enquiries

attendance@aics.nsw.edu.au

Junior School Enquiries

junior@aics.nsw.edu.au

Middle School Enquiries

middle@aics.nsw.edu.au

Senior School Enquiries

senior@aics.nsw.edu.au

SEQTA Enquiries

lms.seqta@aics.nsw.edu.au

Term 3 2021
Online Learning Monday 12th July 2021 – Wednesday 15th
September 2021
Parent Teacher Interviews
Parent teacher interviews will be held on Thursday 16th
and Friday 17th of September. These days are pupil free
days.
Term 4 2021
Online learning commences on Monday 4th October 2021
till further notice on students returning to campus.
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Head of Junior School
Mr Paddy Smith

Dear Parents,
As we progress through Term 3 I continue to be impressed by the efforts of students, teachers and parents in the face of
the challenges of online learning. While learning at this time looks quite different in the Junior School we are trying to
maintain some of our usual routines. Students have been undertaking their assessments in all subjects through a variety of
digital methods such as quizzes as well as photo and video submissions. These help students show their skills, knowledge
and understanding of the topics covered so far this term. All parents can see the names, details and due dates of these assessments in their SEQTA Engage app right now. Teachers will be marking these assessments and providing feedback for
students as well. These marks and feedback points will be released on SEQTA Engage for parents to view at the end of term
along with their child’s interim report. This will effectively replace the hardcopy student portfolio that is normally sent
home. If you have any issues accessing or setting up SEQTA Engage please contact our help desk at
lms.seqta@aics.nsw.edu.au .

Islamic Department
Ms Madina
Assalamu Alikum and Good Day!
This term has been a tough and interesting one for pupils in years 6 and 7. As a Linguistic and Arabic Teacher, I believe that
the students in AICS have demonstrated to be the most responsible and hardworking. I have been blown away by the submissions and responses to our online Arabic learning; the students have participated in many activities this term such as
Reading, Speaking, Joining letters, Breaking letters, Grammar, and Literacy.
Despite the difficulties the students encountered while attempting to learn a new language (Arabic), I am proud and happy to
the moon and back to see my students putting so much effort into their online work; they have demonstrated to me that
they can overcome all difficulties and challenges while learning this subject; it was interesting to see them love and enjoy
learning Arabic in a modern and interactive manner.
Mashaa Allah!! A big thanks to our HOD, Dr Tariq and to our Head of Middle school Mohammed Riaaz for the support they
have shown me. I’m proud of my students and wish them all the best!!!

Junior Library
Ms Helen Smith
Premier’s Reading Challenge
K-2 have completed their PRC prior to lockdown, with Mrs Smith in the library. Year 3 and 4 students have until September
3rd 2021 to finalise their challenge. We are continuing to have students complete their PRC through online learning with the
PRC coordinators now allowing 10 of their 20 books to be free choice. Students have been encouraged to message Mrs Smith
to assist with the completion of the PRC. Mrs Smith, with the great assistance from Ms Shaizah, is getting the year 2 PRC
bookmarks ready to hand out in term 4- they’re looking great with all the PRC books we read during library time! Currently,
our numbers of students completed are:
# of students completed
Kinder

123

Year 1

162

Year 2

161

Year 3

115

Year 4

114

K-2 online library read-alouds
K-2 have been given the opportunity to listen to a picture book read aloud of some of the 2021 CBCA shortlisted books.
They have then been shown some learn-to-draw videos. Check out these great artworks!

Epic online library!
Students have been encouraged to read a variety of books using the online library Epic. Mrs Smith has posted many recommendations from Olympic informative texts to Y3-4 PRC texts to procedural texts to support Kinder’s writing texts. We currently have over 200 students with accounts on Epic. Since last year’s lockdown we have read over 8500 books and been
reading online for over 3000 hours! Some noticeable student reading from each grade:
# of books read
Kinder

Ridwan

59

Year 1

Naseeha

53

Year 2

Muhammad Mahad

222

Year 3

Farheen

150

Year 4

Rua

18

You can access epic by:
Going to the website: https://www.getepic.com/sign-in/
The Epic class code for the library is: sbh5139.
Select your grade: e.g. “A Kinder Student” OR “A Yr 1 Student” OR “A Yr 2 Student” etc
Y3-4 online library book awards
The Children’s Book Council of Australia (CBCA) creates a shortlist of their top books each year. Y3-4 have had the option to
read about some of these books and vote for which one they will think win. These are our results so far:

Book Week Countdown
To celebrate the countdown and re-introduce this years theme “Old Worlds, New Worlds, Other Worlds”, our teachers have
created this amazing video for everyone to watch: https://bit.ly/3grwb9F
A message from the Junior School teachers!

Kindergarten News
Ms Ruqiya Ali
Whether they are in the classroom or not, kindergarten has proved that nothing can
stop them from achieving their fullest whilst also having lots of fun! Remote learning may keep us away from our classrooms, but it cannot stop us from learning together!
Funky Socks Friday - What’s the best way to celebrate the first Friday of term 3?
FUNKY SOCKS FRIDAY! Despite remote learning, kindergarten celebrated Funky
Socks Friday by finding their most funky socks, pulling them on and sharing fun pictures with their classmates.
Pyjama Day -While every day in remote learning may be pyjama day, who says we
still can’t celebrate the day and make it special! On the 22nd of July, students completed fun-filled activities about pyjama day and shared pictures of themselves in
their favourite pyjamas.
100 Days of School -23rd of July marked 100 days of school for kindergarten, a huge
milestone achieved! Students celebrated by making crowns and thinking about all
the fun things learnt at school in the last 100 days and imagined life at 100 years
old.
The kindergarten team would like to extend their sincere gratitude and appreciation
to parents for all their hard work in these times.

Year 1 News
Ms Paras Luca
In the Drama unit students have had opportunities to recognise and value the ways in which body language, facial expression and non-verbal vocalisation can be used to create their own improvisations. They have been able to identify different
emotions through acting and mime including body language, gesture, and vocalisation. The students have translated that
knowledge into their daily life by acting out scenarios of how to be a good or bad friend through the medium of mime. In
Science the “How is it made” unit is an ideal way to link science with everyday life. We are surrounded by mixtures — the
air we breathe, the food we eat and drink. Chefs try mixing ingredients in different ways to make tasty combinations and
interesting textures. Through inquiry, our budding Year 1 scientists have developed and investigated mixtures that are useful for all kinds of purposes.

Year 2 News
Ms Mahnoor Rana
Time has flown so quickly! We are now more than halfway through Term 3! This term, year 2 have been learning from
home. Here are some of the things they have been doing!
In PDHPE this term, students have been learning about sun safety, personal hygiene and safe and unsafe situations. In PE,
students have been practising skills for the athletics carnival. They have been recording themselves demonstrating the
skills at home and uploading it to Edmodo for their teachers to view. Check out some of their awesome skills!
In History, students have been learning about how life looked over 100 years ago. Did you know that the candlestick telephone was the most common form of communication from the late 1890s to 1940s? Well, our year 2 students do! Take a
look at this poster showing the difference between life in the past and now!

Year 3 News
Ms Afroza Hossain
Term 3 2021, very different than other times of the year. We are currently in Online Teaching/ Learning platform. Year 3
parents are supporting us amazingly, students are working hard and teachers are always on their feet working hard.
With parents’ cooperation, students have completed lot of work samples. Below there are some work samples of 3B students.
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Year 4 News
Ms Nabi
Despite the challenges and limitations of remote learning and teaching, Year 4 has been showing tremendous efforts and
exemplary outcomes in their formal assessments.
During term three, students have focused on healthy choices and persuasive writing in PDH and English learning areas,
respectively. Throughout the term, students have researched about nutritional facts and healthy eating choices in their
everyday lives. In literacy, students explored the purpose, structure and language features of the persuasive writing.
4B students have made convincing, vivid and informative advertisements to promote healthy eating. As a part of their
writing assessment, they were asked to write a persuasive letter to promote healthy eating and create and advertisement.
Looking at the brilliant work of 4B’s students!

Middle/Senior Library
Ms Shamyla Anjum
Premiers Reading Challenge:
PRC NSW is closing soon. It was originally finishing on 20th August but there is an extension in closing dates for students and
PRC coordinators (Teachers/librarians). So the new date for students to finish and enter their books on PRC website will be
3rd September 2021. Most of the students in Yr5-6 have finished the challenge already. There are still many Yr7-10 students to complete the challenge. Now you all have another chance to finish your reading records.
SORA eBooks Reading:
Due to current lockdown situation, students are unable to borrow physical books from any library so We have an alternative
to read books while you are still at home. SORA app will help you borrow and download available books to read and then
add to your PRC online account. You can access SORA by using your School ID Barcode which is located on your school ID
card and have been already given to all students. I have added many new books in our SORA platform recently. Many of
these books are PRC, Islamic, graphic novels, horror, fantasy and other genres. Please do not hesitate to ask if you have any
questions through Secondary/middle school Library Edmodo page. Join your school library on Edmodo if you haven’t done it
so far.

Mini Writing Incursion for Yr5-6:
Mini Writing incursion workshops for all Yr5-6 students will be taking place during Week 8 while everyone is still learning
from home. Students who did not pay for the activity will pay when everyone comes back to school. Yr 5-6 Students can
also dress up with their favourite character during Zoom Sessions in week 8.

Year 5 News
Ms Nasrin Begum
This term, students have engaged in online learning through various platforms - Zoom, Edmodo and ClassDojo. It is wonderful to see that students are enthusiastic and working extremely hard. Parents are commended for their contribution to their
children's learning in these difficult and uncertain times. Through the combined efforts of teachers, students and parents,
our transition from classroom to online learning was smooth and effective. Students have expressed mixed feelings about
lockdown, where some greatly missed face to face learning and seeing their friends, while others are enjoying their new
lifestyles, with extra sleep and extra free time. Year five students expressed this by writing a letter to their teachers. Mental
health is an important topic which has emerged from the letters to the Teacher. It is important now more than ever to preserve our mental health and to reach out to our support networks if we feel stressed, scared or unhappy.
In writing, Year Five students have been learning to read and compose their own informative texts with a focus on Information report. Students were taught about how it is important to brainstorm, research, sort and plan their information before writing their informative texts, as it is a roadmap for the writing journey. Have a look at some examples of our Information Texts!
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Year 6 News
Ms Faiza Basharat

“Where there is ruin, there is hope for a treasure.” ― Rumi
While students at AICS are still out of school and experiencing the effects of lockdown,
remote learning, and many other "new normals", grade 6 has shown a sense of remarkable spirit, resilience, and perseverance. Everyday is a new challenge, but students are displaying greater levels of gratitude and appreciation for the things they have. They are not
only learning about biographies, electrical circuits, personal identity, fractions, or cultural
dances, but also how to engage with nature, learn civic responsibility, bonds with family,
and focus on mental health and well-being. Have a look at some of the amazing work
samples.

Visual Arts—Year 7 & 8
Ms Sandy Auduong
Our year 7 & 8 Visual Arts students have settled into a more familiar routine now where constant Art practice, guided instructions, comprehensive feedback, and reflectivity have made the transition to the online space easier. Students have
created Artworks using found objects from around the house, used free online digital drawing applications and learnt
about mobile phone photography to create optical illusions and contrasting tabletop designs.
Creating connections with the students and their immediate environments help to successfully make learning a positive
and enjoyable experience while still developing critical thinking skills. Students learnt about Visual Arts throughout the
Islamic empire and completed a research project on a chosen Mosque from around the world which help lead into their
assessment task for term 3 based upon geometric Islamic design. Some other topics we have investigated during our time
online include NAIDOC week, creating an optical illusion using photography, warm and cool contrasting photography and
using found objects to create a 2D sculpture.

Eeshan Ahmed 7C

Akifah Dawllah 7H

Afya Karim 7A

Warm verses cool photography Hana
Osmani 8C

Zeinab Alhefy 8I

Anamta Furqan 7H
Eshmaal Asif 7C

Mahum Waseem 7I

Optical illusion using photography
Raafay Zahir 8A

Found objects sculpture

Optical illusion using photography Hannah
Rabie 8A

Warm verses cool photography
Raafay Zahir 8A

Found objects sculpture

Science Department
Mr Sanil Sen
As Salaamu Alaikum,
At the Australian Islamic College of Sydney, term 3 for science department is of the most important term in our school’s
calendar. Students and teacher are always looking forward to proudly display their work in science week fair. Due to COVID
-19 lock down, this could not be possible this term, however, Year 7 – 10 students still continued to do this investigative
task from their home based on this year’s science week theme “Food: Different by Design”. Despite all the difficulties, I am
confident, student will do marvellous work on their projects.
This year, Year 11 students have taken challenge to do Chemistry and Biology and soon they will be appearing for their
yearly examination. On the other hand, Year 12 Biology, Chemistry and Physics students are doing their online trial examination. I am hopeful for a pleasing result as I have witnessed that students and teachers prepared well for this.
Finally, I would like to thank every member of the department for their amazing effort throughout this term. To parents, for
supporting teachers to do their work and equipping students with all the necessities.
If you have any questions throughout the year, please feel free to contact either your child's teacher or me. Your child's
education is our top priority, and we are always more than happy to talk and provide necessary help wherever possible.

Rubens Tube Experiment Demonstrations by Usama
In the Rubens' tube, when the speaker is turned on, the sound wave produced causes flexible metal film next to it to
vibrate at the specific frequency of the sound wave.
This causes the gas particles in the tube to compress and stretch apart like above.
The local pressure created at specific points will drive the gas out of the holes nearby more strongly and will cause the
flames to stand higher in that section of the tube.
At specific frequencies, the result is the flames forming a standing wave to match the areas of higher and lower pressure created by the sound waves in the tube

Tips to reduce stress during the coronavirus pandemic’
Mr Amit Maharaj
1. Do the things you enjoy
Take your mind off your worries by making sure you allow plenty of time for enjoyable activities. This could
include reading, gardening, spending time connecting with family and friends online, making your friends
care packages and writing letters like the good old days. Try doing something creative or learning a new
craft. Starting a project, like making a gift for a friend, can provide a goal to work towards and give you a
great sense of achievement when complete.

2. Exercise regularly
Physical exercise can help relieve tension and relax your mind. Try to do some physical exercise every day,
even if it’s just going for a (social distancing-appropriate) walk around the block or doing some star jumps in
your backyard. There are plenty of great online workouts available which are great for both your physical
and mental health. They release ‘happy hormones’!

3. Remember to relax
Incorporating breathing and muscle relaxation exercises into your daily routine may be helpful. They can also
be used as short-term coping strategies. Some people find meditation or yoga a good way to unwind. This
article by Smiling Mind explains how mindfulness can help during the coronavirus.

